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OBJECTIVE As an ambitious student, my academic journey is marked by a robust ability to gather, organize, analyze, and
interpret diverse sets of information. My work ethic is anchored in meticulous attention to detail and an in-

depth approach to problem-solving. With an insatiable curiosity, I am devoted to continuous learning,
consistently expanding my knowledge base.

I �nd my stride in environments that promote active mentorship and encourage both individual and

collective growth. Perseverance is not just a trait but a guiding principle that propels me forward in my
academic endeavors. I am particularly drawn to small or medium-sized enterprises where the contributions

of team members are recognized and valued, providing ample opportunities for me to re�ne my unique skill
set.

Eager to contribute to a collaborative learning environment, I seek opportunities that nurture personal and

professional development. My commitment to excellence and passion for learning make me an asset to any
educational journey, where I can thrive and contribute to the collective success of the team.

EXPERIENCE

Surat, GJ
Jan 2024 - Present

Flutter Developer
OceanMtech

Surat, GJ

Aug 2023 - Dec 2023

Flutter Developer

Fibtion

Mar 2023 - Jul 2023 Intern

Fibtion

Assistant teacher
Tapovan

EDUCATION

Surat

Jul 2020 - May 2023

Bachelor Of Computer Application

Bhagwan Mahavir University

Surat, GJ
Jul 2018 - Mar 2019

Class XII
Tapovan Vidhalaya

LANGUAGES

English

Advanced

Gujarati

Native

German

Intermediate

SKILLS

SOCIAL ACTIVITY AND
CERTIFICATION
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Collaborated e�ectively with cross-functional teams to ensure timely delivery of projects.•
Troubleshot and debugged various issues with existing software systems.•

Created complex UI and UX designs for various mobile applications with the help of Photoshop and
Illustrator.

•

Implemented automated testing procedures for apps on di�erent platforms like iOS and Android.•
Monitored app usage metrics and generated reports highlighting key trends and insights about user

behavior.

•

Tested application code for correctness and performance.•

Identi�ed bottlenecks and places for improvement in existing code bases to improve customer
experience.

•

Created technical documentation including design documents, user manuals, installation guides.•
Improved existing codebase through refactoring techniques like creating modular functions with fewer

lines of codes.

•

Gained experience, exposure, and knowledge of career-speci�c procedures and systems.•

Developed strong organizational and time management skills by completing multiple tasks
simultaneously.

•

Collaborated with product managers, software engineers, designers, testers to develop high quality
products in a timely manner.

•

Assisted teachers with lesson plans and classroom activities, while encouraging student participation.•
Developed and maintained consistent, positive relationships with children.•

Helped to maintain a positive learning atmosphere in the classroom.•
Helped teachers develop lesson plans and curriculums for classroom instruction.•

Collaborated with other sta� members to develop strategies for improving student performance.•

Actively engaged in PIXELS, ATRANG, Spandan, and BMU STREET - key technical and cultural societies

at BMU.

•

Top 1% in BSc IT - Elite Performer•

2019's Top Student Honoree!•

Dart programming HTML

CSS Communication

Responsive design Flutter

API consumption Widget creation

Debugging skills Cross-platform development

Testing and deployment

Active participant in Sai Jala Charitable Trust since 2015.•

Competitor in 2023 Google Cloud Program and Arcade Game competition.•
Principal coordinator for university student events and scholarship mentorship.•

Completed in Microsoft AI Skills Challenge.•


